CONSENT WITH RECEIVING COMMERCIAL NOTICES

By ticking off this field you provide the consent to the Controller (ComAp a.s., ID: 16188667) to process
also your personal data set forth in the consent with personal data processing for the purpose of direct
marketing (e-mails, telephone or other channels of modern communication) of ComAp products,
commercial notices on targeted offers, bugs in the SW, on the news in the ComAp Group, its distribution
network, upcoming events, trainings and products using the electronic means as defined in the Czech Act
no. 480/2004 Coll., as amended.
The personal data will be retained by the time the consent is revoked, in such case you will not receive the
commercial notices. We will keep the personal data only to the extent that we are required to do so by law
or if there are other titles for their processing.
In case you are on the Controller’s website, we profile you using cookies (Cookies policy), as the
representative of your employer, what are the interests and preferences of your employer with respect to
our products and services. Such information could be used for targeted marketing.
We are entitled to transmit your personal data, including the related to you as an employee of the respective
entity, to other processors for the purposes of SW/HW provision or maintenance or controllers “Third
parties” for the purposes of direct marketing (e-mails, telephone) of the ComAp products or commercial
notices on targeted offers or events in the specific territory. Those Third parties are the companies in the
ComAp Group (as defined in the GTC) or its distributors all around the world which are listed here as
updated from time to time and which do not have always data protection regulation equivalent to those in
force in the EU.
On the Controller’s website https://www.comap-control.com/ or by sending e-mail to privacy@comapcontrol.com you can request for free any change in the registered data or check them (change of the personal
data) or revoke your consent with the processing of your personal data (unsubscribe), with the
exception of any personal data that we, as the Controller, must process due to legitimate reasons for a
required period.
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